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arxi it is therefore doubtful
whether many
reliable atnospheric data an dryfall exist for many
ofthe organic
compounds under consideration at the Workshop.
The situation is
screwbat better for wetfall and for the trace metals which are mainly
found in particualte form.
In the Great lakes, information 01 pollutant concentrations in
rainfall has been available since the mid 1970's.
'Ihe first
observations of organochlorine substances currently on the IJC’s list
of Critical Pollutants was by Breindenbach E 31; (19621) in water
samples of 1958. The first atmospheric-related report for these
organic compounds was in rain samples (Sandersm and Frank, 1976)
where PCBs were reported at 125-160 ng/L. Slbsequent to that, Murphy
and Rzeszotko (1978), Swain (1978) and Strachan and Huneault (1979)
reported similar levels of PCBs in rain and snow in the region with
the latter report including a nulber of other organochlorine compounds
that now appear on the Critical Pollutant list. Air has also been
investigated and Singer E El. (1983) have observed levels of 0.ﬂ2-11
ng-P'CBs/m3 in urban samples fran the Canadian side of the Great Lakes.
There are, of course, other literature reports and other atmospheric
data from the area; they have largely been for PCBs and trace metals
in rain sanples. Eisenreich et al. (198%, 1981) provided an extensive



































































with the signing of the present (1978) Agreement.
This enghasized
aspects of toxic chemicals and called for prograns to identify
airborne pollution sources and to describe their significance to the
Great Lakes.
In 1979, the IJC's Science Advisory Board noted that atnospheric
deposition was a concern in the Great Lakes although their
illustrations were limited to those of acid rain; in 1986 they .
explicitly stated that toxic chanicals were to be included in this
concern. The SAB's report in 1980 also noted that there was minimal
atmospheric surveillance of toxics despite "... evidence
that
airborne deposition is the significant source of sane [toxic]
to the lakes." Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were
one such pollutant singled out. A detailed review of available
information was provided (Eisenreich et al., 1980: Allen and Halley,
1980) as appendices to the SAB report of that year. A mmber of data
needs were identified including: the atmospheric concentrations of
toxic chenicals; the distribution between particulate and vapour
phases; the amount of dry deposition; the influence of the episodic
nature of the depositim of trace organics; the spatial and temporal
 
  
differences in deposition; and, meteorological aspects affecting the
deposition.
In 1983, the SAB created a Task Force to report on research needs
related to indicators of atn'osﬁieric depositim of toxic contaminants.
This group discussed "conservative" indicators (inorganic isotopic
differences) and recarmended that these would not be suitable for
either source identification or loading purposes. 'Ihey proposed a
workshop to discuss the state-of—the-art of and the research needs for
\mderstanding atnospheric deposition of toxic chemicals to the Great
Lakes.
In 1984, the Great Lakes Administrators (Governors of the Great
Lakes States and the Pranier of the Province of mtario) reccnmended
an extensive program to monitor atmospheric deposition of toxic
chanicals with e'nphasis on the persistent organic chemicals. In
response to these recannaudations and to other related concerns, both
Mr. T. McMillan (Canadian Minister of the Envirorment) and Mr. L.
Thomas (Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)




















that efforts be undertaken to detemu'ne the atmospheric inputs of














































































































































































































































Participants should be aware of the terrestrial compartment which will
also have an influence m
chemical
levels














Biota are omitted in the figure because the quantity of a
chemical
in organisms is small compared to that in
the compartments
illustrated and does not affect the general distribution of the
chemical elsewhere.
The kinetics of the various processes may limit the rate at which
a chemical redistributes itself in any system and must be incorporated
in any dynamic modeling of the environmental fate and behaviour of a
chemical.
In a steady—state or equilibrated system, however, less
 
importance is attached to where or what the receiving medium is.
It
is the chenical's prcperties and those of the system which will





task of the Workshop
is to
consider aspects of the intercouparmental transfer of chemicals,
it
should do so within a broader context as suggested in Figure 1 which
outlines what are the important relationships governing mass
distribution and transport .
Figure l: Distributim of Toxic Chenicals in an Ecosystem
   
vapour ' adsorbed on






state E a susp.solids
Nature and Control _o_f Critical Pollutants
 
A number of comments can be made about the general subject of
atmospheric transport of the selected pollutants; few are direct
subject matter for this Workshop although they serve as a framework
for understanding the concerns to be discussed.
'I’ne pollutants themselves are all of anthropogenic origin or










































including in the Great Lakes) and whether and what sort of additional
controls might be put in place.
Long—Range Transport
A general consideratim is the potential for long—range transport
within the atmOSphere. The pollutants may have point or non-point
sources even within the Great lakes but the problens would appear to
be wider spread than such sources might othemise Mixing
times between the two hemispheres have been estimated to be @.7-2
years with that within the hemispheres being much less —- 0.7 months
for longitudinal and less for latitudinal mixing (Dilling, 1982; SCEP,
1970). Pgainst this is put the residence times for particulate
matter. Particle residence times in the lower troposphere are 6 days
to 2 weeks for particles > 1 \m but those smaller than this may be 1-3
years (SCEP, 1970). There is little information to determine which
size fractions are important in the distributicn and deposition of
atmospheric organic contaminants although it is generally held that
met concern is with particles < 1 un.
Objectives 9f the Worksl'q
 
'I’ne Mbrkshop has, as (lie of its main goals, the description of
the data necessary to develop a mass balance budget for the Great




states that, in addition to fostering a spirit of co-operation in
dealing with problens of atnospheric monitoring of pollutants, the
attendees will deal specifically with the "loadings and fluxes" and
with "monitoring and nodeling methods". They will, it is planned,
"... provide estimates of the role and extent of atmospheric
loadings" of the critical pollutants listed by the WQB in its 1985
report to the IJC.
The authors of this overview paper have attempted to provide
relevant data where they are available. This includes ccncentraticns
fran compartments other than the atmosphere since levels in me can
influence those in others. The data also include those relevant to
processes of transfer between the air and water compartments. It is
the responsibility of participants at the Workshop, individually and
collectively, to assess those data, to add or delete as seems
desirable and to recommend representative levels for the several
canpartments pertinent to mass balance modeling. The authors have
presented, where possible, concentrations for each compartment of
each lake. Participants should decide whether there should be a finer
scale of resolution and if so, whether the existing datawill pennit a
useful distinction between several sub—parts of each lake? Can
lakewide, all-season, multi—year data be "lumped" and still give
realistic answers even to the simpler question of the mass balances?
The participants must consider the questim of the rates of the













































   
 question should be considered as to whether our existing knowledge of
either the system or the chemical is adequate to allow modeling of
even mass balances.
'Ihey might further consider whether our present
information is adequate for lakewide concentratim modeling and if so,
what data sets are needed to validate models developed for such
Purpose-
The present uncertainties and natural variabilities (seasonal and
geographical) in the concentrations and rate constants of the
different input/output mechanisms are such that imprecision in we
may cause other mechanisms to appear insignificant. The Workshop
should discuss what research management's position might be with
regards investigation in these apparently insignificant areas and the
relative priority to be attached to reducing the uncertainty in the
estimations?
There are, of comrse, other associated questions that the
Workshop might consider including those about the adequacy of present
sampling techniques and networks, present monitoring capability to
backtrack chenicals to their sources, etc. These were subjects of an %
earlier worksl'xop sponsored by the us. Ehvironmental Protectim Agency




 PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE CRITICAL POIUJ'I‘ANTS
Classification 9__f_ Ccmpounds _o_n_ the List
The distinction among the organic compounds indicated in the
invitation document was for "Toxic Organics" and "Pesticides". This
separation may not be particularly useful since they are all toxic to
one degree or another. All of the compounds can be described as
persistent and of nominally “low” vapour pressure. Their treatment in
estimating mass balances and other distribution modeling will be much
the same. It seems preferable, therefore, to consider all of them as
a single type of compound and for the two groups presently assigned to
the two present classifications to discuss the same questions and
concerns. If a distiction must be made, it is recormended that the
two groups be called "Pesticides" and "Industrial Organic Chemicals"
to reflect their use and possible control. It is pointed out,
however, that Mirex was used mly as an industrial chemical (mainly in
the auto industry) in the Great Lakes region and has been found only
related to two industrial waste loss sites in the lake Ontario region.
It is therefore that it be classified as an Industrial organic
Chemical.-
 
Deletions from the List
 
'Ihree compounds originally among the list of Critical Pollutants
require comment as to their omission here. Polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a large class of compounds including chemicals
with multiple-fused aromatic rings in different configurations with
and without a variety of substituents. mile some of their physical—
chemical properties are similar, wide differences exist in vapour
11
  
 pressures and solubilities and hence in environmental behaviour.
Benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) is included in the list and consequently, the
PARS have been omitted as a separate entry since this five—manbered
ring compound could be considered representative of those of concern.
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) could be similarly considered but
there is more of a similarity among these and, in a very practical
sense, there is a great deal of mvirormental data available which
permits a much more detailed examination of any hypotheses about then.
The samecannotbe saidofthePAHs.
The dibenzofurans and Kepone are also not included in the
tabulation. This is because there are virtually no Great lakes
envirormental data useful for the purposes of modeling the mass
balances of these compounds and the same can be said about mst of
their properties. Since their general occurence in the system is
uncertain, it is doubtful whether it is of value to pursue these
further at this time.
Additions to the List
 
Because of their observation in atmospheric and other samples in
the Great ‘Iakes region, the conpounds hexachlorobenzene (HCB) and
alpha—hexachlcrocyclohexane (alpha-benzene hexachloride, a—HCH) are














































































































Nbdeling—related Prqperties g: the Pollutants






Table 2 (those which are or recently have been registered pesticides).
In addition, a separate Table 1A is provided with similar data for
a large nurber of PCB congeners; the entry in Table 1 refers to






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1a: Physical-Chemical Properties of PCB Isomera
(Eisenreich, unpublished data)
 
Vapour Water H log Kow
Congener Isomer Ht 2 Pressure Solub'y
(atmos.) (mol/m3) (at.m3/mol)


















22'5 11.91 (2.0) 5.55
22'4 7.57 5.76
236
22'3 6.52 (3.0) 5.31
23'5 5.76
23'4 (1.6)
24'5 10.07 (2.0) 5.69
244' 10.26 5.69
2'34 7.75 (1.5) 5.57
234' 3.12 (1.8) 5.42
Tetrachlorobiphenyls
22'36 39. 39. 10.0
22'36' 27. 39. 6.9


































































































































Congener Isomer Wt 2 Pressure Solub'y
(atmos.) (mol/ma) (at.m3/mol)
A-1242 A-1254 A—1260 (x103) (x105) (1.10“)
Hexachloro-
22'33'66' 1.50 3.7 4. 9.3 6.51
22'355'6 1.56 3.2 3.7 8.6
22'345'6 14.45 3.4 3.5 9.7
22'34'55' 4.94 18.95 .72 3.9 1.8
22'33'55' 8.14 .65 3.7 1.8 7.75
22'3455' 2.17 2.7 4.4 6.1
22'344'5 2.4 4.4 5.5 >7.7l
22'344'5' 9.49 11.68 4.8 4.4 11.0 7.44
22'33'45 2.1 5.3 3.9 7.32
22'33'44' 1.26 .35 5.2 0.67 6.96
Heptachloro-
344'22'34' 3.11 8.3 120. 0.0069 4.94
22'33'566' 2.57 1.4 1.6 8.8 8.13
22'33'55'6 0.20 .65 1.5 4.3
22'33'45'6 7.73 .69 1.4 4.9
22'34'55’6 2.03 .59 1.4 4.2
22'3455'6 5.78 .72 1.6 4.5
22'33'456' 2.05 1.2 1.6 7.5
22'33'4'56 0.33 .43 1.7 2.5
22'33'455' .55 1.7 3.2
22'344'55' 14.45 .50 1.7 2.9
22'33'44'5 3.80 .37 1.9 1.9
Octachloro-
22'34'234'6 3.57 12. 51. 2.4 5.56
22‘33'44'5'6 1.38 .48 .68 7.1
22'33'4'55'6 1.50 .45 .71 6.3
22'33'44'56 0.098 .78 1.3
22'33'44'55' 0.83 .38 .81 4.7
Arochlor
1242 51. 150. 3.4 4.5-5.8














































33(2) 38.x12f'm(2) 2x19“ (3)
1.3xlﬂ'w(3)
291 112 10xlﬂ3(4) 1.2xm’3(1) 1.6115'5
5.8-7.4xlﬂ3(l) "mug-87(1) 0.48x1ra'6(3
3.2x10' (19) 24.x1a
291 157 1.2-4.3x163(1) 3.3xw‘8(5) awn-5
8.3x16’7(19)
414 65—96 5—7x1@2(1) 2.6—5.3x1g'4u) 1.71115'6(19)
953(19) 3.9x10‘ 9’ 7)
0.3-3x1 (19)
355 109 5.5(1) 1.3x1erm(3) 1.22am";






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































particular medium may correspond to a quantity of a chenicaﬂ which is
greatly in excess of levels nore precisely determined in other media.
This arises because of the reasms above and also fran the fact that
some of the experimental values are near the detection limits of the
methodology. The single nmbers presented as recarmmded levels may
therefore give undue importance to determinations which are less
precise. An attanpt to indicate the extent of this imp'ecision has
been made by presenting individual study means where available ala'ng
with the recmmaﬂed levels. The imprecision in the data should be
borne in mind whenever budgets based on such data are developed and
when decisions 01 the significance of transport mechanisms are being
made.
Concentrations for the connecting channels and tributaries have
often been assigned by default to levels of the upstream lake or to
calculation fran reported loadings and tributary flows. In thecase
on the connecting channels, the concentrations in the lake upstream were
presumed to be minimun values; they exceed this if data exist ﬁor
suspended load or dissolved concentrations indicating higher levels.
Contributions to water colum concentrations were determined from


















the St. Mary's River, such conversion data was not available.
Trace Metals





































for these elanents. Ooraentrations for the four elements (and for
other metals) are invariably reported as total natal present and there
is little to indicate which forms they occur in enviromantally
despite the fact that they are know: to be present as a variety of
inorganic and organic canplexes. It may be possible to deal with the
metals in a mass balance nodel if the daject is to consider only trald
in total natal; it will not be useful for indicating toxic effects,
rmver, except as part of a “worst case" scenario where the natal is
assmad available in its most toxic form. It is agaarent though, that
even such nodels will be limited without the data indicated by the
gaps in their tables.
Industrial Organic Chemicals
 
Benzo(a)pyrene data are scant for nost parts of the Great Lakes
ecosystem A few studies have been carried out for the sediments
although even these do mt constitute a large nunber of samples. A
study carried out in 1972 (Strosher and I-bdgsm, 1973) in which
"benzpyrenes" were determined, along with other PAHs, indicated that
this sub-class constituted roughly 7% of the total PAHs found in Lakes
Huron (2 samples), Erie (5) and mtario (5). Oanarisons with the
levels shovm in Table 7 are difficult since BaP is only one of the
benzpyrenes which had highly variable levels in the 1972 study; the
concentrations 63, however, appear to be "order-of—magnitude"
comparable. ‘
Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) is the organic "compo " for
which the most enviromantal data exist in the Great Lakes (Table 8).
It has been nonitored in fish and sedinants for over ten years and 1
20
 trend analysis there indicates mentration in these media have
decreased since the mid—1976's. An upturn in this general downtrend
was observed in the early 1980's for biota of lake mtario but this
trend appears to have reversed itself again. 'mese ccmpomds are
found in all sample matrices throughout the systen andcontinue to be
a prominent atmospheric contaninarrt. 'mey are discussed eanewhat more
as examples in the mass loading estimation and dynamic undelling for
Lakes Ontario and Superior which appear elsewhere in this overview
Paper-
The polychlorinated dibenzodioxins are relative newcaners to the
envirormental field. The 2.3.7.8—tetrachloro— isaner has been
associated with samples fran Niagara River solid waste disposal sites
and with the Dow Chanical plant on the Tittabawasee River flowing into
Saginaw Bay, lake Huron. Generally, however, there have been few
observations of this coupotmd in the open lakes and these are largely
limited to tissues of biota. Results frun the few appropriate
preliminary reports available are sham in Table 9 but more of the
data gaps will need to be filled before any estimate of mass inputs
and outputs can be attenpted. It has been necessary to develop
analytical metindology several orders of magnitude mre sensitive than
has been needed for mat of the other Critical Pollutants; even then
the reports are at the limits of detectability. Concern over this
chenical has arisen because of its extreme acute toxicity. 'I’ne
chlorinated dibenzodioxins as a class, have been identified as an
atmospheric contaminant and their sources are believed to be related
to carbustion of chlorine containing organic matter under conditions
found in most municipal and other incineration systems. Data for the
21
 autire class are also unavailable for mat
sample matrices fran the
Great Lakes other than fish or incinerator enissions.
Hexadulorobenzene (ch3) is a canpomd observed in Great Lakes
samples since early in the 1976's. It has also been identified in the
Niagara River and the Detroit/St.Clair systans. It is the mast
persistent of the chlorobenzeies, a class of chemical that should
receive more attention that presently do. Water and rain data
exist, as slam in Table 10, but levels in other media are largely
unavailable. Mass balance budgeting of this canpound is therefore not
possible at this time although a rough accounting is presented.
Mirex is the mast persistent of the list of toxic chenicals to be
dealt with. It has been reported nost often in fish and sediment frun
Lake mtario where two indmtrial sources (both discharged to the
water) have been identified. It is not found elsewhere in the Great
Lakes and there is little reason to suspect that it will be. Its
vapour pressure may be lower than that shown in Table 1, the value
show: being estimated fran detemu'nations at higher tenperatures. It
is unlikely, therefore, that it is an atmospheric problen and the
budgeting would appear to largely depend on determining the rate at
which it is covered by settling (and uncovered by resuspension) of
suspended matter in Lake Ontario and its rate of export dovn the St.
Lawrence .
Pesticides
Dieldrin, lindane and mr are atong the earliest canpounds cm the
Critical Pollutant list which have also been observed in atmospheric
samples. Use of dieldrin (and aldrin which is readily converted to
dieldrih environmentally) has been limited for many years yet it
22
  
continues to appear at mchanged levels in samples from the Great
Lakes. 'Ihe observed levels ans usually low and approaching









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































believed to be appropriate based on the lack of differences between
other conpartments of these vaterbodies. Data for suspended solids,
an important ounponent of the aquatic oanpartment, are missing and











































































































































































































































































- - - — - - — - -Ooncentrations


















































Huron m ng/L-—-—— 70 50 2 1m






Michigan m ng/D—— 49 50 1mm ?
































Table 4: Mercury Levels in the Great Lakes
- - — — — - - - magentrations (references)- — - ——
  
Water S.So 1 . Sediment Rain
(ng/L) (09/9) (tag/9) (ng/ ) (ng/L)












16 ng/Ir— 6.3 1.6 7 21
11(1) 6.28-6.39(4) 21(9)
366(5)
——-45 rug/L— 6.1 1.6 7 m 7.
44(1) 8 ng/Lu) 6 11(2)
16 7 rig/L
16 ng/L—-— 6.1 7 1.6 26





Table 5: Cadniim levels in the Great Lakes




Lake Water 8.501 . Sediment Rain
(ng/L) (ug/g) (ug/g) (ng/ ) (ng/L)
mtario 70 1.0 2 5.0 7 1m
170(10) 10(1) 1000(6)
68(3)
Niagara R. 1” rig/L
3.6(13)
4.0(14)
Erie 1w L— 1.0 7 5.0 2 1m
310(10) 6.6(13) 10000(6)
98(3)
Detroit R. ———40 ? ng/L-——
Huron ——40 ng/L——— 1.0 5.0 2 1m
400(10) 1.3-2.(5) 1000(6)
41(3) 1.-4.(12)
Michigan -——-40 rag/1.— .9 1.0 7 2m
42(3) 0.9(2) 200(7)
Michigan Trib.—-—1m m/L '
St. Mary's R.-—-40 ng/L
Superior ——-40 ng/L— 0.6 1.0 2%















Table 6: Arsenic Levels in the Great Lakes
- - - - - - - - WUations (references)- - - - - - - — —
Water 8.501 . Sediment Rain






















 Table 7: Berm(a)pyrene Levels in the Great Lakes
 
- - - - - — - - Wtrations (references)- - — - -- - - —
Lake Water S.Sol . Sediment Air Rain
(ng/L) (ug/g) (ug/g) (rig/m3) (rig/L)
a.31(1)
049(3)
Niagara R. -—-——0.3 ? Ig/L
other
















Detroit R. -—a.1 ? lg/Ir
other
































































Mich. Trib. -——1 ? IglL—--—
























































 mu 8: Polydﬂorinatad Emmy). Invol- in the moat. Lukas
8.8. R30 are 1100:9me
W cnly at “P60”, with occasional reference to
Aroclor 1242, 1248, 1254, 1260 etc. and rarely to individual isaners.
- - - - - - - - Wtim(refemne0)---—-----
  
Lake Hater 8.301 . Sediment min
(ng/L) (Ia/9) (us/9) (na/ ) ("J/L)
mun-10 —0.9 near—- 0.1 0.5 4.0
.eua) 0.058(10) 5.9(15) 32.(5)
0.95(20) 0.2—0.3(26) 0.15(15) 3.8(23)
1.0(6) 2.4(25)







































Michigan 1 ugly—— 0.2 0.5 10.







St. Mary‘s ———-0.6 ? rug/1.
0.022(10)
s 10:" —--0.6 rug/1.— 0.13 0.5 6.0
“per 95.659) 0.002015“? 4.8(1sg) 23:23)
. 0.003 10 0.05 1 .









in the Great Lakes



















Niagara R. ———-ﬂ.4 Iq/L
9.1(28) 9.949(28)
9.938(27)




Detroit R. 2.5 ng/L
9.2369) 9.22(31)
9.75(31)
Huron —B.02 rg.L——— 9.992 0.67
9.921(21) 9.991-9.993(26) nd(2)
9.9915(29) 9.966(25)
Michigan —-—9.95 ? ng/L— 9.9112 9.97 7
9.991—9.993(26)
St. Mary's -—-—B.02 ? ng/L
















Table 11: Mirex Levels in the Great Lakes
— -- - - — -- marations (referemes)- - - - -
Water S.Sol . Sediment Rain




































































































































































































































































































































































   
- - - - - - - — -Oancentrations(references)- — —- — - — - -
Water S. So 1 . Sediment Air Rain
(rig/L) (us/g) (ug/g) (rig/m3) (ng/L)
2.0 111/1:— .m5 1.0 ? 6.0
3.7(4) 0.056(4) 4.7(2)












———0.7 ng/L——— 0.m05 1.0 ? 4.0
0.68(21) 0.0005(7) 6.0(2)
2.0(25)
——0.7 7 ng/1 0.0995 1.0 '2 5.0 ?
0.0005(7)
—-—-0.7 '2 19/1.
——0.7 ng/L—— mm 1.0 4.0




















































Niagara R. 9.4 lug/L
9.4(27) 0.005(26)
0.004(27)




Detroit R. ———-11.0 ng/L
4.3(28) 0.041(29)
12.(29)
Huron 11. ng/L——— 0.9151 .3 ? 10.
11.3(21) 0.001(6) 13.3(2)
7.9(25')
Michigan ——10. 2 ng/L— 0.m1 0.3 ? 10. 2
0.0001—0.002(6) .
St. Mary's 7. 7 ng/1.-——
Superior 7.0 rg/L—— 0.0m 0.3 14.
0.5(6) 0.0005-0.001(6) 0.3(3) 4.6(2)






Table 15: mm levels in the Great Lakes
N.B. The data here are for totals of related residues particularly p,p'-DDD,



















































































































































































































Table 16: Tbxaphene Levels in the Great Lakes
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Years ago, Junge (1978) presented a simplified theoretical model of organic
vapor adsorption to aerosol. The fraction of particle-bound compound (¢),
solute vapor pressure p° and the particle surface area per unit volume of (9)
available for physical adsorption were related by the equation:
¢ - c9/(p° + c8) (1)
where c - constant (z 0.13 for many organic species of interest). This model
shows that d in clean air environments (over the Great Lakes) is small if p° > z
10‘6 torr. Therefore, in airsheds having low TSP (l to 20 pg/mz), most PCB
congeners, DDT and low MW PAHs should exist primarily in the vapor phase.
Organic compounds having p° < 10'7 ton should exist in the particle phase. In
reality, most high MW organochlorines and PAHs exhibit p° values between these
extremes (Table ), and their distribution and atmospheric halflives depend
largely on TSP and composition. Over the range of 9 expected in air (TSP - 20
to 40 pg/ma; surface area - 1 to 3 mz/g) and assuming a p° value of 10'6 torr,
¢, fraction in particle phase, might be 20 to 80%, similar to experimental
estimates (Bidleman and Foreman, 1987).













































































































































































































































































 et a1. (1982), Bidleman and Foreman (1987) and McVeety (1986) have shown in
field and laboratory investigations that PAHs and organochlorines are
distributed on aerosol particles in direct proportion to their p° according to
Yamasaki et al.’s (1982) equation.
log A(TSP)/F - m/T + b (2)
where A and F are adsorbed (i.e., vapor) andfilter—bound (i.e., particle)
concentrations, m and b are constants and T is temperature (°K). Bidleman and
Foreman (1987) show that Yamasaki et al.'s equation is identical to that derived
by Junge (1978) for physical adsorption of organic vapors on aerosol.
Thus, the distribution of organic compound between particle and vapor
phases at constant TSP is related directly to pL°. However, at a given p°L, a
significantly greater fraction of PAH is bound to particles than for DOS
(Bidleman and Foreman, 1987). This may be related to PAHs being planar
molecules and able to physically bind to a greater extent to surfaces, whereas
the 003 are mostly non-planar molecules. Alternately, there may be non-













































































































































































































































































Foreman, 1987; Andren and Strand, 1980). For some components, a significant
fraction of the mass is in the large particles which have relatively high
deposition velocities.
In our calculations, the fraction of total atmospheric burden in each of
the particle and vapor phase for individual compounds is selected based on











































































































































































































































































The mechanisms of wet removal from the atmosphere are very different for










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and ¢ is the fraction of the total atmospheric concentration occurring in the
particle phase.
An atmospheric organic vapor attaining equilibrium with a falling raindrop
is scavenged from the atmosphere inversely proportional to H:
RT
Wg - ——_- a (7)
H




















compound removed by rain/snow becomes
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 _ (rain, dissolved (ng/L)
Wg - (lOaL/ma) (8)
(air, gas (ng/ma)
 
These values for Wg were underestimated by factors of 3 to 6 using H data at
25°C applying the relationship provided earlier - Wg - a - RT/H. Correcting
published H values for ambient temperatures of S to 9°C, equilibrium between the
atmospheric gas and dissolved constituent in rain was demonstrated for several
PAHs and other low MW compounds. Based on these results, temperature-corrected
Wg values (estimated from H) may be used to estimate organic vapor concentra-
tions in the atmosphere, temperature-specific H values and/or wet vapor flux if
atmospheric vapor concentrations are known.
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- SA(m2) - #S/Yr
(13)
Dry Particle Deposition
The dry deposition of particle-bound organic/inorganic compounds into a
receptor surface depends on the deposition layer, particle size, and macro-and
micrometeorology. Particles occur in the atmosphere distributed in two and
perhaps three nodes (Figure ; Slinn, 1983). The smallest particles (< 1 pm)
are largely derived from gas-to-particle conversion in the atmosphere and are
secondary products of air pollutant emission. These are removed mostly by
particle coagulation. The accumulation mode (= 0.1 - 2pm) is the result of
coagulation processes and primary aerosol emission from high temperature
combustion sources. This particle mode tends to concentrate atmospheric
pollutants such as Pb; PAHS and P635. Major sinks for the accumulation mode are
precipitation scavenging and dry particle deposition. The largest particle mode
(> 2pm) results from mechanical abrasion, and wind erosionof land and water.
Primary removal is by sedimentation. Particles are delivered to surfaces by
Brounian diffusion (mmd < 0.1pm), inertial impaction - interception (mmd z 0.1 -
2pm) and gravitational settling (mmd > 2pm). Because Brownian diffusion
increases below 0.1 pm and inertial impaction-interception increases as particle
size increases above 0.5pm, the minimum deposition velocity (Vd h) is in the
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the major sinks. (Slinn, 1983).
I Z.
 deposition velocity, Vd h, may be viewed as the result of a series of




Vd’h - 1/(ra + rb + re) (16)
where ra, rb and to are aerodynamic, sub-layer and subsurface resistances,
respectively, and Cp,h is the particulate-bound chemical concentration at a
reference height, h. If the subsurface resistance is assumed to be zero, then
the aerodynamic resistances, ra and rb, may be estimated from local
measurements of ﬁn, mean wind speed at a specified height, and re, a measure of
local atmospheric stability. The resistance model is then not unlike the two-
1ayer dry deposition models discussed by Slinn and Slinn (1980, 1981), Slinn
(1983), Williams (1981), Giorgi (1986) and references therein. The two-layer
model consists of a constant flux layer where particle transfer is dominated by
turbulence, and a deposition layer where transfer is dominated by diffusion, I




























































































































































































































































































































































- 1/(r + r + r )
a b c
Cz - concentration at height 2
ra, aerodynaﬁjc resistance
 










































































   
Cp(r): concentration as a function of particle size
p(h) : wind velocity at a reference height
T'-TA: surface and atmospheric temperatures
RE : relative humidity
p(r) : particle density as a function of particle size
D(r) : molecular diffusivity as a function of particle size
Oc(TSP):organic carbon content



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Eddy Correlation from Aircraft




* NAPAP Workshop on Dry Deposition









Vd.h ' Fd,p/Cp,h (17)
Application of this strategy requires a careful separation of particulate and
vapor phase species, and measurement of particle-size distribution. This, of
course, is not a difficulty withtrace metals which do not exhibit a vapor phase
at ambient temperature.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































are effectively removed by precipitation scavenging and have low Vd h’s. Al is
derived from large soil particles that have high Vd 's. In contrast,
h
atmospheric inputs of P035 to Lake Michigan (Swagkhamer and Armstrong, 1986;
Andren, 1983) and Lake Superior (Eisenreich, 1987) are dominated by
precipitation scavenging of particulate PCBs with small contributions from vapor



















Lakes is based on:

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































atm ma/mol. For the range of compouynds considered here, H ranges
from 1.3 x 10 '3 to 2.5 x 10'7 atm m3/mol implying a full range of
liquid and gas phase resistances. Considering a range of PCB
congeners, 60 to 90 % of the resistance occurs in the liquid phase at
25 °C (298 K). This implies that, in general, slightly soluble PCBs
with H > 10"b atm ma/mol tend to volatilize from water; however the



























































transport as follows (Mackay et al., 1986):













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































high volatility (bromoethane) and low volatility (B(a)P) chemical
exchange at the air-water interface. Several researchers haVe used



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.18 + 0.06 McVeety, 1986
0.1 Thomann and DiToro,
1983




0.24 Tofflemire et a1.
1983
PAH 0.20-0.44 c.f. Mackay and
Yuen. 1983
Anthracene . Strand and Andren
1980
B(a)P . ibid.

























Inputs to the Great Lakes include tributary and connecting
channel inflows, wet and dry atmospheric deposition, direct discherges
to the lakes, and groundwater inflows (GW). No CW and only limited
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Inflow F1 - X C! x Q1




x P x SA
T,rnin
x v x SA x fd
p.51: d.h
Outputs






































Q1; Q0; SA; fd; f,,d; f"









































































































































   
was calculated as the product of the pollutant concentration in


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sedimentation Rates in the Great Lakes
 











(fmd - 0.S)* Bruland et a1., 1975




























































Nriagu et 81., 1979


















Kemp et 81., 1974
Robbins, unpubl. data




































atm ms/mql d133,w v,a1r
(x 105)
B(a)P 7.5 0.7 0.2
PCB 300 0.7 0.8
HCB 1300 0.7 0.7
Dieldrin 0.25 0.7 0.9
g-HCH 16 0.9 0.9
a-HCH 60 0.9 0.9
toxaphene 1.7 0.7 0.8








- fraction of total aqueous solute concentration in




















Superior 900 94 1280 -390 5.7
Michigan 1070 73 3630 ~2560 1.4
Huron 800 76 2150 -1350 1.6










Superior 160 100 420 -260 5.8






























































































































































































































































































































































 lindane, toxaphene, Hg and As could not be completed due to incomplete
data in at least one component of the mass balance. However, partial
calculations are given in the Appendix tables.
The data as presently constituted suggest that atmospheric
deposition is an important if not dominant contributor to lakewide

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 on o t We k ho a t c ant
How important is atmospheric deposition of toxic organic chemicals
relative to total inputs from all sources in the Great Lakes?
What are the important processes governing the atmopsheric
deposition of toxic organic.chemicals to the Great Lakes?
What are the important processes by which toxic organic
chemicals enter the Great Lakes from non-atmospheric sources?
Are appropriate sampling and analytical methodologies
available to resolve l to 3 above?
Can depositional patterns and loadings of toxic organic chemicals
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Lake Volt-Ia V («103)























































































I Total Lake Input Tine (yrs)
I
I chenical Paruetera :
Value I Description Sylbol Value |
. . . . . . . . . . . . I .................. ............. ..........
5.6910 | Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) 1.0 :
7.1910 I Cone. In Connecting I
8.2910 | Chanel to LJI. Coon (ta/r3) 0.6 I
1.2913 I At. Vepor'Conc. Ca,v (us/r3) 6.00906 I
6.1910 I Ate Particle Conc. Ca,p (ml-‘3) 1.006-06 I
I Total lain Cone. Cr (la/r3) 6.0 |
0.76 | Total Lake Cone. ct (us/r3) 0.6 I
200 | Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (ml-‘3) 0.6 |
0.90 I Lake Particle Cone. Cp (ll/r3) 0.2 I
I Surficial Sad. Conc. Csed (us/9) 0.03 |
0.90 I Ate Particle Dep Vel Vd (l/yr) 6.3906 I
I Ate Part Ueshout Coef Ho 0.!!! I
0.5 I AtI/Hater less I |
I Transfer Coef. Kn (n/yr) 36.5 |
I Air/Hater Distribuo I
| tion Coefficient u/at 0.013 |
I I X Atmspheric
I Flux out of Lake smerior | Contribution to
Value | Description Sylbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . I .....-.....--... ....-.-...... .......... | .-.......-...-
5.40:+04 | Outflow frou Lake Fout (olvr) 4.26£+04 | 93.5
3.74905 I Sedimentation Fsed (DIYr) 2.46905 I
4.66905 I Mass Transfer |

















8.98905 I Total Flux mt 1.28906 I let Flux
 
4/

































Flux into Lake Michigan |
Synbol Value |















| Done. in Contacting
chamel to L.II.
| Atl Vapor Cone.
| At. Particle Conc.
| Total Rain Conc.
| Total Lake Conc.
| Dissolved Lake tone.
| Lake Particle Conc.
| Surficial Sod. (Zone.
| At. Particle Dep Vol























Flux out of Lake Michigan




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































. . . . . . . . . . .
 
A4
 Great Lakes Basin Nasa Balance Model: PCB:





| Total Lake input Tine lyre)
Description Sywol Value Description Symbol Value
----------------------------------------- I l
Tributary Inflow Otrib (IS/yr) 3.0910 I Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) 10.0 |
Comecting chemel I tone. in Connecting |
Inflow from L.E. neon (r3/yr) 2.1911 I Chamel froa L.E. Ccon (us/r3) 1.0 I
Outflou fro. Lake Gout (r3/yr) 2.5911 I At. Vapor .Conc. Ca,v (ugla‘3) 6.00906 |
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| Dissolved Lake Conc.
| Surficial Sod. Conc.
| At. Particle Dep Vel























































































| Total Lake lrput Tine (yrs)
| let Flux
  




































































































































































































































































































































































| tion Coefficient III"
|






























































































































































































































| Total Lake [mt Tine (yrs)

















 Great Lakes Basin Mass Delance Nodal: t-DDT
LAKE ONTARIO
1
Lake Parnetere | Chemical Parameters :
Description Sylbol Value | Description Symol Value |
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - I .................. ............. ..........
Tributary Inflow atrib (IQ/yr) 3.0910 I Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) 0.0 :
Comecting Channel | Conc. in Comectino I
Inflow froe L.E. Dcon (l‘3/yr) 2.1911 | Chemel from L.E. Ccon (us/r3) 0.4 |
Outflow from Lake Gout (e‘3/yr) 2.5911 I Ate Vapor Conc. Ca,v (ug/r3) 7.06-05 |
Surface Area SA (-02) 2.0910 I Ate Particle Cone. Ca,p (up/r3) 3.06-05 |
Lake Volume V (r3) 1.6912 | Total Rain Conc. Cr (us/r3) 1.0 |
Sedieentation Area As (r2) 7.5909 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (oi/r3) 0.20 |
Resusp. Velocity R (e) 0.0 I Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (us/r3) 0.14 |
Precipitation Rate P (Ia/yr) 0.09 | Lake Particle Conc. CP (DD/r3) 0.06 |
Sedimentation Rate Used (ale‘Z-yr) 400 | Surficial Sod. Conc. Csed (ug/a) 0.05 |
Ice Cover Fraction Icefrec 0.9 I Ate Particle Dep Val Vd (e/yr) 6.3904 |
Fraction of Year | At. Part Hashout Coef Ho 0.0 |
without Rain f(1) 0.9 l Ate/Hater loss |
Fraction of Lake | Transfer Coef. Kw (III/yr) 36.5 |
Acct... Sediments flsed) 0.5 | Air/Hater Dietribu- |
| tion Coefficth 11/21 5.1E-03 |
I | x Atmospheric Chemical
Flux into Lake Ontario 1 Flux out of Lake Ontario | Contribution to Residence
Description Syubol Value | Description Syubol Value | Total Lake Input Tine (yrs)
-------------------------------------- I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (glyr) 0.00900 | Outflow fro-I Lake Pout (Dlyr) 5.00904 | 37.6 1.0



























































. . . . . . . . . . . I ..........| .......-...--. ...........
Total Flux In 1.35905 | Total Flux Out 3.26905 I let Flux -1.91905
  


















. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
















































Sedimentation Rate Used (glm‘Z-yr)












0.90 | At. Particle Dep Vel Vd (m/yr)
6.3906 I
Fraction of Lake
I At. Part Uashout Coef
Ho
0.00 I
Accua. Sediments f(sed) 0.5 | Atm/Uater "ass I
I Transfer Coef. Kw (III/Yr) 36.5 I
I Air/Hater Distribu- I






















I Total Lake Imut
Tine (yrs)


















Dry Deposition Fa,d (9/Yr) 9.31906 I lass Transfer I
| (Volatilization) Fv (OIYT) 3.35905 I





Direct Hastewater Discharge I I
Direct Indistrial Discharge I I
I I











 Great Lakes Basin Mass Balance Model: B(a)P













. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I -................. ............. ..........
Tributary Inflow
atrib (r3/yr)
2.9910 I Tributary Cone.
Ctrib (us/r3)
1.0 I
Outflow from Lake Gout (u‘3/yr) 4.9910 I Cone. in Connecting I
Surface Area
SA (r2)
5.8910 I Chamel to LJi.
Ccon (us/r3)
10.0 I
Lake Volt-e V (r3) 5.9912 I At- Vapor Conc. Ca,v (us/r3) 2.006-0‘ I
Sedimentation Area As (r2) 2.9E+10 I Ate Particle Cone. Ca,p (us/r3) 8.006-0‘ I
Resusp. Velocity R (an) 0.0 I Total Rain Conc. Cr (nu/#3) 1.0 I
Precipitation Rate P (II/yr) 0.79 I Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/r3) 10.0 I
Sedimentation Rate Used (g/I‘Z-yr) 600 I Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (us/r3) 7.0 I
lce Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9 I Lake Particle Done. 69 (us/#3) 3.0 I
Fraction of Year I Surficial Sed. Conc. Csod (us/a) 0.5 I
without Rain NT) 0.9 I Atl Particle Dep Vel Vd (II/Yr) 6.3806 I
Fraction of Lake I At. Part Hashout Coef Ho 0.0 I
Accm. Sediments f(sed) 0.5 | Ana/Hater less I
| Transfer Coef. Kw (II/yr) 36.5 I
| Air/Hater Distribu- I
I tion Coefficient um 3.17E-0k |
| I X Atmospheric Chemical
Flux into Lake Michigan I Flux out of Lake Michigan I Contribution to Residence
Description Synbol Value I Description Syabol Value I Total Lake Imut Tile (yrs)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - — - -- - - - - - - - . - - - I ---------o------ ------------- -.-------- I ----.-.---.--- nun-n.-
Tributary Flux Ftrib “H” 2.909“ | Outflow from Lake Fout (glyr) 4.90905 I 98.9 2.7
Net Deposition Fa,w (ﬂer) 6.57906 I Sedimentation Feed (D/YI‘) 5.786006 I
Dry Deposition Fa,d (Q/YI") 2.62906 I Mesa Transfer I
| (Volatilization) Fv (9/Yr) 1.21E+07 I





















........... I ....--....I .............. ...........
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 Great Lakes Basin Mass Balance Model: B(e)P
LAKE ONTARIO
I I
Lake Par-“tar: I Chemical Parameters I
Description Synbol Value | Description Synbol Value |
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ...............-.. ..........._. .......... I
Tributary Inflow atrib (VS/yr) 3.0910 I Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) 1.0 |
Connecting Chamel | Cone. in Comecting I
Inflow from L.E. Deon (r3/yr) 2.1911 | Chamel from L.E. Ccon (ugln‘3) 0.3 |
Outflow from Lake Gout (a‘3/yr) 2.5911 I Ate Vapor Conc. Ca,v (on/r3) 2.00E-04 |
Surface Area sa (r2) 2.0910 | At. Particle 'Conc. Ce,p (us/r3) 8.005-04 |
Lake Voltne v (r3) 1.6912 I Total Rain Cone. Cr (ug/Ia‘S) 1.0 |
Sedimentation Area A: (r2) 7.5909 | Total Lake Cone. Ct (ug/n‘3) 0.3 |
Resusp. Velocity I! (II) 0.0 | Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (lag/r3) 0.2 |
Precipitation Rate P (In/yr) 0.89 | Lake Particle Conc. Cp (us/r3) 0.1 I
Sedimentation Rate Used (glia‘Z-yr) 400 I Surficial Sed. Conc. Caed (ug/g) 0.3 I
Ice Cover Fraction Icefrac 0.9 I Atn Particle Dep Vel Vd (III/yr) 6.3904 |
Fraction of Year I Am Part washout Coef Ho 0.0 |
without Rain f(1) _ 0.9 l AtII/Uater "ass |
Fraction of Lake | Transfer Coef. Ku (In/yr) 36.5 I
Accm. Sediments f<sed) 0.5 | Air/Hater Distribu- I
| tion Coefficient li/RT 3.17E-04 |
| X Atmospheric Chemical
l
Flux intoLake Ontario | Flux out of Lake Ontario | Contribution to Residence
Description Synbol Value I Description Syubol Value | Total Lake Irvin Tine (yre)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (glyr) 3.00904 Outflow from Lake Fout (g/yr) 7.50904 92.6 0.4
Connecting Channel Sedimentation Fsed (9/Yr) 1.17906
from L. Erie Fle (9/Yr) 6.30904 Mass Transfer
Het Deposition Fa,w (g/yr) 1.74904 (Volatilization) Fv (QIYI‘) -Z.70905
Dry Deposition Fa,d (glyr) 8.85905




Total Flux In 9.9365 I Total Flux Out ayes | m Flux 1M
/.2 7 MM /,,z,{x.0‘ ,zwxm'
f3le
 
 Great Lakes Basin Mass Balance Model: 1108
 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Atn Particle Dep Vel











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Atm Particle Dep Vel






































1 Total Lake Input Time (yrs)
Description Syilbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ._............
Outle from Lake Fout (DIYr) 1.05904 | 0.3
Sedimentation Fsed (Q/Yr) 7.20906 I
Mass Transfer |








. . . . . . . . . . ' ..............

















































































| Total Lake Input Tine (yrs)
Syabol Value Description Synbol Value
. . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I ------------------ -.-.......... "0.....- I
Otrib (I‘SIyr) 3.06010 | Tributary Conc. Ctrib (on/r3) 0.0 |
| Conc. in Connecting |
econ (r3/yr) 2.1911 | Chanel fron L.E. Ccon (nu/r3) 0.4 |
Gout (r3/yr) 2.5E+11 I Ate Vapor Cone. Ca,v (us/r3) 0.00900 |
SA (m2) 21340 I At. Particle Conc. Ca,p (us/f3) 0.00900 |
V (r3) 1.6912 | Total Rain Conc. Cr (ug/eﬂ) 0.07 |
As (r2) 7.5909 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/r3) 0.05 |
R (a) 0.0 | Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (lag/r3) 0.035 |
P (III/yr) 0.89 | Lake Particle Cone. CP tun/r3) 0.015 |
used (9/Ilr‘2~yr) 600 | Surficial Sed. Conc. Csed (00/0) 0.01 |
lcefrac 0.9 | At: Particle Dep Vel Vd (ﬂ/yr) 6.3906 |
| Atm Part washout Coef Ho 0.0 |
Ni) 0.9 | Atn/Vater has: |
| Transfer Coef. kw (Ia/yr) 36.5 |
f(sed) 0.5 | Air/Hater Distribu- |
| tion Coefficient Il/RT 5.55.02 |
I | x Atmospheric
| Flux out of Lake Ontario | Contribution to
sweet Value I Description SyaboI Value






























Fa,w (SI/Yr) 1.21903 | (Volatiliution) Fv (9/Yl‘) 2.26906 |






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ice Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9 | Lake Particle Cone. Cp (us/r3) i-0 I





































































































































































































































































































































































 Great Lakes Basin Hess Balance Model: a~HCH
Chemical
Residence




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































| Total Lake irput Tine (yrs)
| Net Flux
. . . - . a o . . . u
 
p23















































































I chical Parameters I
Symol Value | Description Synbol Value I

















| Conc. in Connecting I























































































































































































































































































































































































I Total Lake Input Tine (yrs)







































































| Total Lake Input Time (yrs)
|
I
Symbol Value Description Syabol Value I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .................. ............. .........-
Dtrib (r3/yr) 5.6910 | Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) 0.0 :
aout (MS/yr) 7.1910 | Cone. in Connecting |
SA (r2) 8.2Ee10 | Chamel to L.M. Ccon (us/#3) 0.2 |
V (r3) 1.2913 | At. Vapor Conc. Ca,v (us/r3) 7.06-05 |
As (3‘2) 4.1910 I Am Particle Conc. Ca.P (OI/r3) 3.0E-05 |
I! (II) | Total Rain Conc. Cr (us/r3) 0.3 |
P (ll/Yr) 0.76 | Total Lake Cone. Ct (DI/r3) 0.20 I
Used (ole‘Z-yr) 200 | Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (ug/r3) 0.14 |
lcefrac 0.90 I Lake Particle Cone. Cp (WI-‘3) 0.06 |








































| Air/Hater Distribu- I























































































































































































































































Synbol Value Description Synbol
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I .................. .............
atrib (I‘SIYP) 5.4E+10 | Tributary Cone. Ctrib (us/r3)
Gout (ur‘3/yr) 7.1E+10 | Cone. in emeting
SA (r2) 8.2E+10 | chml to L.M. Coon (us/r3)
V (vs) 1.2913 I Ate Vapor Cone. Ca,v (us/r3)
As (#2) 4.1910 | Atl Particle Conc. Ca,p (up/r3)
R (n) | Total Rain Cone. Cr (us/r3)
P (II/yr) 0.76 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/I‘D
used (glar‘Z-yr) 200 | Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (us/r3)
lcefrac 0.90 ‘ | Lake Particle Conc. Cp (up/r3)
| Surficial Sad. Conc. Csad (us/g)
f(1) 0.90 | At. Particle Dep Vel Vd (I/yr)
| Atn Part washout Coef Uo
f(sed)_ 0.5 | Atn/Uatar lass
| Transfer Coef. Kw (l/Yl‘)
| Air/Hater Distrihu‘
| tion Coefficient il/IT
l














































































































| Total Lake Input Tine (yrs)
Chemical
Residence
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Flux into Lake Erie
Description





























Syvrbol Value Description Symol
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | .................. ............. ...
0trib (rllyr) 2.2910 | Tributary Cone. Ctrib (ug/rn
| Conc. in Connecting
Deon (pH/yr) 1.9911 | Chamel fro. L.Il. Ccon (lag/r3)
Gout (lg/Yr) 2.1911 | " to L.O. Ccon (ug/I‘S)
SA (r2) 2.6910 | At- Vapor Conc. Ca',v (uglar‘!)
V (r3) 6.8911 | At- Particle Cone. Ce,p (Us/r3)
Aa (r2) 2.1910 | Iotal Rein Conc. Cr (ug/I‘S)
R (n) 0.0 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (no/r3)
P (Nyr) 0.86 | Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (Lag/r3)
Used (g/Ir‘z'yr) 1000 | Lake Particle Conc. Cp (ml-‘3)
Icefrac 0.9 | Surficial Sad. Conc. Coed lug/g)
I Ate Particle Dep Vel Vd (la/yr)
Ni) 0.9 I Atl Part washout Coef Ho
| AtIII/Ueter naaa
f(sed) 0.7 | transfer Coef. Kw (ll/Yr)
| Air/Hater Distribu-
| tion Coefficient war
I
| Flux out of Lake Erie
Synbol Value | Description Syilbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l
Ftrib (9/Yr) 0.00900 | Outflow from Lake Fout (SI/Yr) 16-20905
| Sedinentetion Fsed (9/Yr) 1.80906




























. . . . . . . . . . . I
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I Transfer Coef. Kw (u/yr) 36.5 |
| Air/Hater Distribu- |
| tion Coefficient Il/IT 1.06E-05 |
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. . . .














































































































































































Lake Parameters I Chenical Parameters I
Description Sylbol Value | Description Syllbol Value I
. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I ------------------ --........... ..........
Tributary Inflow atrib (r3/yr) 2.9910 I Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) 0.0 I
Outflou from Lake Oout (Vii/yr) 4.9910 I Conc. in Comecting I
Surface Area SA (m2) 5.8910 | Channel to L.M. Ccon (ug/I‘S) 0.3 |
Lake Voluae V (#3) 4.9912 I Am Vapor Cone. Ca,v (us/r3) 4.5E-05 |
Sedimentation Area As (#2) 2.9910 | At. Particle Conc. Ca,p (ug/r3) 5.0906 |
Resuap. Velocity R (an) 0.0 I Total Rain Cone. Cr (us/r3) 1.0 |
Precipitation Rate P (In/yr) 0.79 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/r3) 0.30 |
Sedimentation Rate Used (g/Ia‘Z-yr) 400 I Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (ug/rS) 0.21 |
Ice Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9 I Lake Particle Conc. Cp (ug/I‘S) 0.09 I








































| Transfer Coef. KH (a/yr) 36.5 |
I Air/Hater Distribu- I




Flux into Lake Michigan I Flux out of Lake Michigan I Contribution to Residence
Description Symbol Value I Description Syubol Value I Total Lake Imut Tine (yrs)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (s/yr) 0.00900 | Outflow from Lake Fout (9/Yr) 1.47904 I 100.0 3.1
Net Deposition Fa,u (a/yr) 4.57904 | Sedimentation Feed (ler) 4.62905 |
Dry Deposition Fa,d (g/yr) 1.64904 | Mass Transfer I
| (Volatilization) Fv (ll/Yr) -7.66906 |




Direct Hasteuater Discharge | I
Direct Inchstrial Discharge | I
| l
........... I ....-.....I ..........-... ...........




 Great Lakes Basin Mass Balance Model: DIELDRIN
 
LAKE HURON | I
Lake Parametera I Chemical Parameters I
Description Synbol Value I Description Sywbol Value I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I -----------~--.-.. ..........-.. ...,._____
Tributary Inflow 5.10910 I Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) 0.0 I
Connecting Channel I Cone. in Connecting I
Inflow from L.s. econ (m‘3/yr) 7.1910 | Chamel from L.s. Cle (us/r3) 0.2 I
" from LJI. neon (m‘3/yr) b.9910 | " from Lil. Cla (up/r3) 0.3 I
Outflow from Lake Gout (m‘3/yr) 1.8911 | " to L.E. cle (up/r3) 0.3 |
Surface Area SA «2) 6.0910 | At. Vapor Cone. Ca,v (ug/r3) 4.55.05 I
Lake Von... V (m‘3) 3.5912 I At. Particle Cone. Ca,p (uo/r3) 5.06-06 I
Sedimentation Area As (m‘Z) 3.0910 | Total Rain Cone. Cr (us/r3) 1.0 I
pawn Velocity R (m) 0.0 I Total Lake Conc. Ct (WI-‘3) 0.30 I
Precipitation Rate P (In/yr) 0.76 | Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (up/r3) 0.21 I
Sedimentation Rate Used (g/a‘Z-yr) 220 | Lake Particle Cone. 0p (us/r3) 0.09 |
Ice Cover Fraction Icefrac 0.9 I Surficial Sod. Cone. Csed (ugly) 0.02 I
Fraction of Year . I Am Particle Dep Val Vd (m/yr) 6.390‘ I
without Rain f(1) 0.9 I At. Part washout Coef Ho 0.0 |
Fraction of Lake I Arm/Hater Ian I
Accue. Sediments f(sed) 0.5 I Transfer Coef. Kw (In/yr) 36.5 |
I Air/Hater Distribu' I
I tion Coefficient M/RT 1.06E-05 I
| . I X Atmospheric Chemical
Flux intoLake Huron | Flux out of Lake Huron I Contribution to Residence
Description Synbol Value I Description Syrbol Value I Total Lake Input Time (yrs)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (glyr) 0.00900 | Outflow from Lake Fout (slyr) 5A090£ I 99.6 5.7
Connecting Channel | Sedimentation Fsed (ii/yr) 1.31905 I
from L. sip. Fls (glyr) 1.42904 I Haas Tranefer I
froe L. Mich. Flm (glyri 1.679% I (Volatilixation) Fv (9/Yr) 4.91906 I
Uet Deposition Fa,u (slyr) 4.54904 | |
Dry Deposition Fa,d (g/Yr) 1.69906 | |
l 1
Other Loadings Unaccomted for Above (9/Yr) I |
l 1





. . . . . . . . . . . I ------------~- .-----'----
Total Flux In 9.12 I Total Flux Out -7. I let Flux 782906


























Lake Parametere I Chemical Parameters
Description Symbol Value I Description Sywol
. . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - I ‘----------------- --........... ...
Tributary Inflow
atrib (VS/yr)

































































































































































































































I tion Coefficient IIIRT 1
|
Flux intoLake Erie | Flux out of Lake Erie
Description Synbol Value | Description Sybol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (g/yr) 0.00900 I Outflow from Lake Fout (g/yr) 8.40904
Connecting Channel I Sedimentation Fsed (SI/Yr) 9.00905
from L. Huron Flh (9/Yr) 5.70906 | Mass Tranefar
Uet Deposition Fa,u (SI/Yr) 2.16905 (Volatilization) Fv (g/yr) -3.35906
Dry Deposition Fa,d (9M) 7.29903




Total Flux Out 2% I letFlux
  














| X Atmospheric chemical
I Contribution to Reeidence
| Total Lake Input Tine (yrs)
2 . ‘SEM












































































. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ......-........... .............
Otrib (HAS/yr) 3.0910 | Tributary Cone. Ctrib (no/r3)
| tone. in Connecting
Ocon (IFS/yr) 2.1E+11 | Chamel from L.E. Ccon (us/IFS)
nout (r3/yr) 2.5911 | Atn Vapor Cone. Ca,v (us/r3)
SA (r2) 2.0910 | At. Particle Cone. Ca,p (us/r3)
































































| Ata Part washout Coef Ho
f(1) . 0.9 | Atu/Uater lees
| Transfer Coef. Kw (Ia/yr)
f(sed) 0.5 | Air/Hater Distribu-
| tion Coefficth u/RT
|











































| Sedimentation Fsed (elyr) 3.90901.


































































Description Synbol Value | Description Synbol Value I
. . . . . . . . . . . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - n - - - - - - - | ---~-------------- ----......... .......... I
Tributary Inflow Dtrib (r3/Yr) 5.4910 I Tributary Cone. Ctrib (us/Ir!) 0.0 I
Outflow from Lake Oout (VS/yr) 7.1910 | none. in Comecting |
Surface Area SA (r2) 8.2910 I channel to LJl. Ccon (us/r3) 0.6 I
Lake Vollne V (m3) 1.2913 I Ate Vapor cone. Ca,v (us/r3) 8.006-05 I
sedimentation Area As on; 4.1910 I Ate Particle Conc. c...) (us/rs) 2.ooe~os |















Sedimentation Rate Used (g/Irz-yr) 200 I Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (us/r3) 0.42 I
Ice Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.90 | Lake Particle Conc. 0p (us/r3) 0.18 I
Fraction of Year I Surficiel Sad. Conc. Csed (Do/g) 0.00 I
without Rain f(1) 0.90 I Ate Particle Dep Vel Vd (l/Yl') 6.3904 |
Fraction of Lake I Ate Part washout Coef Uo . 0.00 I
Accua. Sediments f(sed) _ 0.5 I Atl/Uater Mesa |
I Transfer Coef. Kw (II/yr) 36.5 I
I Air/Hater Dietribu- |




Flux into Lake Superior
I










| Total Lake "put Tille (yrs)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (9/Yr)
0.00900 I Outflow from Lake Fout (glyr) 4.26904
100.0
171.8
Net Deposition Fa.u (9/Yr) 0.00900 | Sedimentation Fsed (O/Yr) 0.00900
Dry Deposition Fa,d (glyr) 9.31904 I Mace Trenefer
(Volatilization) Fv (9/Yr) 4.06906




Direct Uasteuater Discharge |
Direct Industrial Discharge |
I
  
Total Flux In 9.9365 | Total Flux out maze/06 I let Flux 1.915.045


















































. . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - I ------------------ ---.........- ..........






































































































































































I Tranefer Coef. Kw (l/yr) 36.5 I
I Air/Hater Distribu- I
I tion Coefficient il/RT 7.2E-05 I
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. . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































| Air/Hater Diatribu- |


























































































































































































































Total Flux Out -1.
006
























































SYIbOl Value Description Symbol
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I .................. .............
atrib (r3/yr) 2.2910 | Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3)
| Conc. in Comectino
Deon (r3/yr) 1.9911 | Channel froa L.11. Ccon (us/r3)
aout (TIM/yr) 2.1911 | " to L.O. Ccon (uo/lr‘S)
SA (r2) 2.6910 I Ate Vapor Cone. Ca,v' (us/r3)
v (1.63) 5.8911 | At. Particle Cone. Ca,p (up/r3)
A; (r2) 2.1910 | Total Rain Cone. Cr lug/n03)
R (g) 0.0 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/r3)
p (In/yr) 0.86 | Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (us/r3)
Used (s/m‘Z-yr) 1000 | Lake Particle Cone. Cp (ug/m‘3)
lcefrac 0.9 | Surficiel Sod. Cone. Csed (us/g)
| At. Particle Dep Vel Vd (la/yr)
f(1) 0.9 | At: Part Uashout Coef No
| AtII/Hater Haas
f(sed) 0.7 | Transfer Coef. Ku (HI/yr)
| Air/Hater Distribu-
| tion Coefficient 11/1"
I
| Flux out of Lake Erie
Synbol Value I Description Symbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | ..-............. ........-.... ........
Ftrib (glyr) 0.00900 Outflow from Lake Fout (g/yr) 1.26905
Sedimentation Fsed (9/Yr) 0.00900
Flh (slyr) 1.14905 Mass Transfer





















| Total Lake input Time (yrs)
Total Flux Out «gins | m Flux
4.26 no”































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































| Total Lake “put Tina (yre)


























































































Sywol Value Description Syllbol Value
. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I -.........-....... ............. ..........













































































































































| Transfer Coef. Ku (Ia/yr) 36.5 |
| Air/Hater omrihu- |
| tion Coefficth il/RT 1.000 |










































































































































































| Total Lake Imut Tine (yrs)






































































































































































































































































































tributary Flux Ftrib (g/Yr) 0.00800
Comecting Channel
from L. SL9. Fls (9/Yr)‘ 0.00900
from L. Hich. Flu: (9/Yr) 0.00900
wet Deposition Fa,w (glyr) 0.00900
Dry Deposition Fa,d (glyr)





















































Flux out of Lake Huron
Description

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































| Cone. in Comecting
Chamel to L.II.







Ate Particle Dep Vel















































. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
Ctriblue/I‘S) 21 |
I


























Cr (us/r3) 3000 I




























































| Total Lake irwt Tina (yrs)

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































| transfer Coef. Ku (Ia/yr)
| Air/Hater Distribu-
































































































































































































































































































































Description waol Value | Description sml Value I
. . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - . - - I -----.-------..... ............. .......... I
Tributary Inflow 5.10910 | Tributary Cone. Ctrib (us/r3) 24 |
Connecting Chamel I Conc. in Comecting I









Outflow fro. Lake Dout (r3/yr) 1.8911 | " to L.E. Cle (us/r3) 200 |
Surface Area SA (r2) 6.0910 I At. Vapor Conc. Ca,v lug/n3) 0.0900 I
Lake Volt-e V (-03) 3.5912 | At- Particle Conc. Ce,p (ml-(‘3) 5.06-02 I
Sedimentation Area As (r2) 3.0910 I Total Rain Conc. Cr (ug/a‘S) 12000 I
Resusp. Velocity R (I!) 0.0 | Total Lake Cone. Ct (up/r3) 200 I
Precipitation Rate P (II/yr) 0.76 I Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (WI-‘3) 0 |
Sedimentation Rate Used (sln‘Z-yr) 220 | Lake Particle Cone. Cp (up/r3) 0 I
Ice Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9 I Surficial Sed. Conc. Csed (ugly) 70 I
Fraction of Year | At. Particle 009 Vol Vd (n/yr) 6.3906 |
without Rain f(1) 0.9 I Atl Part Uaahwt Coef Ho 0.0 |
Fraction of Lake I Ann/Hater lace I
Accul. Sediments f(sed) 0.5 I Transfer Coef. Kw (Ia/yr) 0.0 |
I Air/Hater Dietribu- I
I tion Coefficient um 1.0900 I
I I x Atmospheric Chemical







Value I Total Lake "wt Tine (yrs)
. . . . . . . - . . . . - . . - - - - . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ................ ............. ......-... I .....-........ ......-...-
Tributary Flux Ftrib (alyr) 1.22906 I Outflow from Lake Fout (glyr) 3.60907 I 95.8 1.6
Comecting Channel | Sedimentation Fsed (ii/Yr) 6.60908 I
fro. L. Sip. Fls (SI/Yr) 7.10906 I Mass Transfer I
from L. Mich. m (s/Yr) 1.1.7907 | (Volatilization) Fv (9/yr) 0.00900 I
Met Deposition Fa,w (9/Yr) 5.41.908 I |
Dry Deposition Fa.d (9/Yr) 1.69908 | I
I |












. . . . . . . . . . . I ------.-~---- ----------.





























































Surface Area SA (II‘Z) 2.6910
Lake Vollne V or!» 40.8811
Sedimentation Area As (#2) 2.1910
Resusp. Velocity R (In) 0.0
Precipitation Rate P (III/yr) 0.84.
Sedimentation Rate used (gln‘Z-yr) 1000
Ice Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9
Fraction of Year












Flux intoLake Erie |
Description Synbol Value I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (9/Yr) 2.05905
Connecting Channel
from L. Huron Flh (9/Yr) 3.42908
wet Deposition Fa,w (glyr) 1.73908
Dry Deposition Fa,d (SI/yr) 1.09908




Total Flux In 6.245+08 |
l





I Cone. in Connecting
| Channel froa L.II.
to L.0.
I Ata Vapor Cone.
| At. Particle Cone.
I Total Rain Conc.
I Total Lake Conc.
| Dissolved Lake Conc.
| Lake Particle Cone.
I Surficial Sad. Conc.
| Atn Particle Dep Vel


















Flux out of Lake Erie
Description























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Description SyllbOl Value Description Sywbol Value |
......................................... I
Tributary Inflow atrib (IQ/yr) 5.6910 I Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) o I
Outle frm Lake Gout (ar‘3/yr) 7.1910 I Conc. in Connecting I
Surface Area SA (#2) 8.2910 I Chml to L.Il. Ccon (no/r3) 1.0 I
Lake Vollne V on) 1.2913 I Ate Vapor Cone. Ca,v (us/r3) 0.0900 I
Sedimentation Area As (r2) 6.1910 I At- Particle Cone. Ca,p (in/r3) Log-03 I
Resmp. Velocity R (I) I Total Rain Conc. Cr (la/r3) 200 I
Precipitation Rate P (II/yr) 0.76 I Total Lake Cone. Ct (uni-‘3) 40 I
Sedimentation Rate Used (g/Ia‘Z-yr) 200 I Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (us/r3) 19 I
Ice Cover Fraction Icefrac 0.90 I Lake Particle Cone. Cp (up/r3) 21 I
Fraction of Year I Surficial Sed. Cone. Csed (us/g) 0.6 I
without Rain f(‘l) 0.90 I Atu Particle Dep Vel Vd (l/YI‘) 6.3906 I
Fraction of Lake I Ate Part washout Coef Ho 0.00 I
Accu. Sediments f(sed) 0.5 I Atl/Veter less I
| Transfer Coef. Kw (Nyr) 0.0 |
I Air/Hater Dietribu- I
I tion Coefficth ll/IT 1.0900 |
I I X Atmospheric Chemical
Flux intoLake smerior I Flux out of Lake Superior | Contribution to Residence
Description Synbol Value I Description Sylbol Value I Total Lake Input Tina (yrs)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (9/Yr) 0.00900 I Outle from Lake Fout (0/yr) 2.84906 I 83.8 62.8
Net Deposition Fa,u (g/yr) 1.25907 I Sedimentation Feed (D/yr) l“93906 I
Dry Deposition Fa,d (s/yr) 6.66906 I Mass Transfer |
I (Voletilization) FV (olyr) 0.00900 I
Other Loading: Unaccomted ‘for Above (WW) I I
I I
Direct Hasteuater Discharge 2.1.906 I I
Direct lndastrial Discharge 3.3906 I I
I I
. . . . . . . . . . . I ..........I .......-...... .-.........










































Surface Area SA (r2) 5-8910 I Chlﬂiﬂ to L-"- CCOﬂ (us/f3) 60 I
Lake Vollaae v (am 6.95012 I Ate Vapor Conc- Ca.v (us/r3) 0.0900 I
Sedimentation Area As (r2) 2.9910 I Atm Particle Conc. Ca,p (no/r3) LOG-03 I
Resuap. Velocity R (I) 0.0 | Total Rain Conc. Cr (us/r3) 200 I
Precipitation Rate P (NYP) 0.79 I Total Lake Conc. Ct (ml-‘3) 1.0 I
Sedimentation Rate Used <9/u‘2~yr) 400 I Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (us/r3) 0 I
Ice Cover Fraction Icefrac 0.9 I Lake Particle Conc. Cp (nu/r!) o I
Fraction of Year I Surficial Sed. Conc. Csed (ug/g) 0.9 I
without Rain Ni) 0.9 I Ate Particle Dep Vel Vd (ta/yr) 6.3906 I
Fraction of Lake I At! Part Uaahout Coef Ho 0.0 I
Accln. Sediments f(sed)- 0.5 I Atn/Uater Mesa I
I Transfer Coef. Ku (Ia/yr) 0.0 I
I Air/Hater Dietribu- ' I
I tion Coefficient Il/RT 1.0E+00 I
I I X Atmospheric
Flux intoLake Michigan I Flux out of Lake Michigan | Contribution to
Description Synbol Value I Description Symbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (g/yr) 2.90906 | Outflow from Lake Fout (g/yr) 1.96am | 81.1
Uet Deposition Fa,H (s/yr) 9.13906 I Sedimentation Fsed (e/yr) 1.00907 I
Dry Deposition Fa,d (slyr) 3.ZBE+06 | Mesa Transfer I
| (Volatilizetion) Fv (slyr) 0.00900 |
Other Loadings Unaccomted for Above (g/yr) | I
‘ I I
Direct Hasteuater Discharge I I
Direct Inmstrial Discharge I I
l i
........... I ...-......I ..-...........
Total Flux In 1.53E+07 I Total flux Out 1.24907 I Met Flux
I
I Chemical Parameters
I Deacri pti on
Chemical
Residence
| Total Lake Input Time lyre)
a - - o . u e a - e .
 
I35?
Great Lakes Basin Mass Balance Model: Cd
 
LAKE Hunou I
















. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - | ------------------ -.~---------- n.
Tributary Inflow 5.10910 I Tributary Cone. Ctrib (us/r3)
Connecting Chamel I Conc. in Connecting
Inflow fro. L.S. Dcon (WIS/yr) 7.1910 I Chamel fro. l..S. Cle (us/r3)
" frm LJI. Ocon (ti/yr) 4.9E+10 I " fro. L.|1. Cll (DO/#3)
Dutle fro. Lake Gout (.‘3/yr) 1.8911 I " to L.E. Cle tug/r3)
Surface Area SA (r2) 6.0910 I At. Vapor Conc. Ca,v (us/#3)
Lake Volme V (r3) 3.5912 | At. Particle Conc. Ca,p (no/r3)
Sedimentation Area As war 3.0910 | Total Rain Conc. Cr (us/f3)
Resusp. Velocity 11 (II) 0.0 I Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/r3)
Precipitation Rate P (ta/yr) 0.76 | Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (us/r3)
Sedimentation Rate Used (g/m‘Z-yr) 220 I Lake Particle Conc. CF (WI—‘3)
lce Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9 I Surficial Sed. Conc. Csed (ug/g)
Fraction of Year I At. Particle Dep Vel Vd (la/yr)
Hithout Rain f“) 0.9 I At! Part Hashout Coef Ho
Fraction of Lake I Atll/Vater Haas
Accu. Sediments f(sed) 0.5 I Transfer Coef. Ku (.lyr)
I Air/Hater Distribu-
I tion Coefficient N/RT
|
Flux intoLake Huron | Flux out of Lake iiuron
Description Synbol Value I Description Symbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ................ ............. ..........
Tributary Flux Ftrib (9/Yr) 0.00900 I Outflow fro. Lake Pout (ler) 7.20906
Connecting Chml I Sedimentation Fsed (s/yr) 6.57906
fro. L. Slp. Fls (glyr) 2.86906 I Mass Transfer
fro. L. Mich. Fl. (9/Yr)‘ 1.96906 | (Volatilization) Fv (II/Yr) 0.00900
Het Deposition Fa,u (slyr) 4.54907 I
Dry Deposition Fa,d (g/yr) 1.69907 I
I
Other Loadinos Unaccomted for Above (glyr) I
l
Direct Uasteuater Discharge 8.15905 |
Direct Inmstrial Discharge 7.50905 I
l
. . . . . . . . . . . I .........
















































































sy'bol Value Description Syubol
_ _ _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . I .....-............ .............
agrib (rslyr) 2.2E+10 | Tributary Conc. Ctrib lug/r3)
I Cone. in Comecting
neon (rS/yr) 1.9911 | Chamel free L.II. Ccon (us/r3)
gout (r3/yr) 2.1911 I " to L.0. Ccon (up/r3)
SA (r2) 2.6910 I Atn Vapor Cone. Ca,v (ug/rI)
V (r3) 4.8911 I Atn Particle Conc. Ca,p (uni-‘3)
A; (‘2) 2.15010 | Total Rain Conc. Cr (WII‘S)
p (a) 0.0 I Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/r3)
p (in/yr) 0.84 | Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (up/r3)
used (g/n‘Z-yr) 1000 | Lake Particle Cone. Cp (us/r3)
Icefrac 0.9 | Surficial Sad. Cone. Caad (ugly)
| At: Particle Dep Vel Vd (l/Yr)
f(1) 0.9 I Atla Part washout Coef Do
| Atn/water Haea
used) 0.7 | Transfer Coef. Ku (Nyr)
I Air/Hater Distribu-
| tion Coefficient u/RT
|
I Flux out of Lake Erie
Synbol Value I Description Syﬁol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Ftrib (9/Yr) 0.00900 | Outflow fro. Lake Fout (glyr) 2.10907
| Sedimentation Feed lO/Yr) 1.805607
Flh (9/Yr) 7.60906 | Mass Transfer
Fa,w (Q/Yr) 2.16908 (Volatilization) Fv (DIYI’) 0.00900
rm (g/yr’) 7.29906 '
. . . . . . . . . . . I ........


























| Total Lake Input Tine (yrs)





Great Lakes Basin Mass Balance Model: Cd
LAKE ammo | I
Lake Parmetera I Che.ical Parmetere I
Description Synbol Value I Description Symbol Value I
----------------------------------------- I I
Tributary lnflou Otrib (rSIYr) 3.0910 I tributary Cone. Ctrib (up/r3) 0 I
Comecting Chamel | Cone. in Connecting I
Inflow fro. L.E. Dcon (.‘3/yr) 2.1911 | Chamel fro. L.E. Ccon (us/r3) 100 I
Outflow fro. Lake Gout (KS/yr) 2.5911 | At. Vapor Cone. Ca,v (up/r3) 0.0900 I
Surface Area SA (#2) 2.0910 | At. Particle Conc. Ca,p (up/r3) 5.06-03 I
Lake Voline V (#3) 1.6912 I Total lain Conc. Cr (us/r3) 1000 I
Sedimentation Area As (r2) 7.5909 I Yotal Lake Conc. Ct (up/r!) 70 I
Resusp. Velocity R (n) 0.0 I Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (us/r3) 60 I
Precipitation Rate P (Nyr) 0.89 I Lake Particle Conc. Cp (up/r3) 10 I
Sedimentation Rate Used (9/.‘2-yr) 1.00 I Surficial Sed. Conc. Csed (up/g) 1.0 I
lce Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9 I At. Particle Dep Vel Vd (.Iyr) 6.3906 I
Fraction of Year I At. Part Uaahout Coef No 0.0 I
without Rain f(1) 0.9 I Atnlllater Itass I
Fraction of Lake I transfer Coef. Kw (.lyr) 0.0 I
Accua. Sediments flsed) 0.5 I Air/Hater Diatrihu- I
| tion Coefficth Ill! 1.!!900 |
I | x Atmospheric Chemical
Flux into Lake Ontario
|









Value I Total Lake "put Tine (yrs)








Connecting Channel I Sedimtation Feed (DIYr) 3.90906 I
fro. L. Erie Fle (glyr) 2.10907 | Mass Transfer |
Net Deposition Fa," (DIYr) 1.74907 I (Volatilization) Fv (g/yr) 0.00900 I
Dry Deposition Fa,d (ii/yr) 5.53906 I I
‘ l l
Other Loadings Unaccomted for Above (g/yr) I I
l 1
Direct Uasteuater Discharge I I
Direct [Mistrial Discharge I I
I I
. . . . . . . . . . . I ..........I .............. .....-.....






















LAKE SUPERIOR I I









. . . . . . . - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ‘ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I ------------------ ----.---..... ..........
Tributary Inflow atrib (l‘3/yr) 5.4910 I Tributary Cone. Ctrib (our!) 0.0 I
Outflou frou Lake Gout (nr‘3/yr) 7.1910 | Conc. in Connecting I
Surface Area SA (r2) 8.2910 | Channel to LJl. Ccon (us/r3) 10 I
Lake Volt-e V (r3) 1.2913 | At. Vapor Conc. Ca,v (HO/r3) 0.0900 I
Sedimentation Area As (r2) 6.1910 | At. Particle Cone. Ca,p (us/m3) 1.06-03 I
Resusp. Velocity I! (III) I Total Rain Conc. Cr (us/r3) 26 I
Precipitation Rate P (III/yr) 0.76 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (nu/r3) 10 I
Sedimtation Rate Used (gln‘Z-yr) 200 I Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (us/r3) 0 I
lce Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.90 I Lake Particle Cone. Cp (us/r3) 0 I
Fraction of Year | Surficial Sod. Cone. Csed (us/g) 0.1 I
without Rain f(1) 0.90 I At. Particle Dep Vel Vd (l/Yr) 6.3906 I
Fraction of Lake I Atl Part washout Coef Ho 0.00 I
Accua. Sediments flsed)~ 0.5 I AtIa/Hater lass I
I Transfer Coef. Kw (a/yr) 0.0 I
| Air/Hater Diatribu- I
I tion Coefficient il/RT 1.0900 I
I I X Atmospheric
Flux intoLake smerior I Flux out of Lake Superior I Contribution to
Description Synbol Value | Description Sywbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (glyr) 0.00900 | Outflow from Lake Fout (9/Yr) 7.10905 | 98.0
Net Deposition Fa.u (ii/yr) 1.62906 I Sedinantation Fsed (a/yr) 8.21905 |
Dry Deposition Fa,d (slyr) 4.66906 I Mass Transfer I
I (Volatilization) Fv (OIYr) 0.00900 I
Other Loadings Unaccouiteq for Above (9/Yr) I I
l I
Direct Hasteuater Discharge 3.3903 I I
Direct lnthstrial Discharge 1.24905 I I
| l
........... I ..........I ..............
Total Flux In 6.40906 | Total Flux Out 1.53906 I let Flux
Chemical
Residence
I Total Lake Irput Tine (yrs)
































































































































































































































































































































| Conc. in Comecting








Ate Particle Dep Vel
















































































































































































































































































 Great Lakes Basin Mass Balance Model: Hg























Connecting Chanel I Conc. in Connecting I
Inflow fro: L.S. Deon (r3/yr) 7.1910 I Chanel froa L.s. Cls (us/r3) 10 |
I from LN. Goon (r3/yr) 6.9910 I ' fro. L.N. Cll (nu/r!) $5 I
Outflou from Lake aout (IN/yr) 1.85m | N to L.E. ct. (Dy/r3) 10 I
Surface Area SA (r2) 6.0910 I Atl Vapor Conc. Ca,v (us/r3) 0.0900 I
Lake Volt-e V (#3) 3.5912 I At: Particle Conc. Ce,p (uni—C3) 1.0E-03 I
Sedimentation Area As (r2) 3.0910 I Iotal Rain Conc. Cr (uni-‘3) 21 |
newsp- velocity R (m) 0.0 I Total Lake Cone. Ct (us/r3) 10 I
Precipitation Rate P (III/yr) 0.76 I Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (us/r3) o I
Sedimentation Rate Used (gln‘Z-yr) 220 I Lake Particle Cone. Cp (ug/Ia‘3) o I
Ice Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9 I Surficial Sed. Conc. Csed (us/g) 0.3 |
Fraction of Year I At. Particle 0ep Vel Vd (n/yr) 6.3906 |
without Rain f(1) 0.9 I At. Part washout Coef Ho 0.0 I
Fraction of Lake I Mia/Hater lass I
Accua. Sediments f(sed) 0.5 I Transfer Coef. Kw (In/yr) 0.0 I
I Air/Hater Distribu- |
I tion Coefficient 11/" 1.0900 I
I I X Atmspheric Chemical
Flux into Lake Huron | Flux out of Lake Iluron I Contribution to Residence
Description Sywbol Value I Description Synbol Value I Total Lake Input Time (yrs)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (s/yr) 0.00900 I Outflou from Lake Fout (s/Yr) 1.80906 I 58.8 9.6
Connecting Channel I Sedimentation Fsed (slyr) 1.97906 I
from L. Sip. Fls (g/yr} 7.10905 I Mass transfer I
froa L. Mich. Flll (9/Yr) 2.21906 I (Volatilization) Fv (9/Yr) 0.00900 I
Bet Deposition Fa,u (slyr) 9.53905 | I
Dry Deposition Fe,d (glyr) 3.38906 I I
I |
Other Loadings Unaccomted for Above (g/yr) I I
l |
Direct Uasteuater Discharge 7.3903 I I
Direct Industrial Discharge 1.15905 I I
I I
........... I





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Synbol Value | Description Sywbol
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I .................. ............- ...
atrib (ITS/yr) 3.0910 | Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3)
| Conc. in Comecting
Deon <1a‘3/yr) 2.1911 | Chamel fro. L.E. Ccon (us/r3)
ﬂout (NH/yr) 2.5911 I Atl Vapor Cone. Ca,v (on/r3)
sa «‘21 2.0910 | m. Particle Cone. c-,p ("us/rs)
V (r3) 1.6912 | Total Rein Cone. Cr (ug/r3)
As (r2) 7.5909 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/r3)
I! (re) 0.0 l Dieaolved Lake Conc. Cd (us/r3)
P (In/yr) 0.89 | Lake Particle Cone. Cp (no/d3)
used (g/m‘Z-yr) 600 | Surficial Sod. Conc. Csed (00/9)
Icefrac 0.9 I Ate Particle Dep Val Vd (I/yr)
| Ate Part washout Coef Ho
f(1) 0.9 | Atl/Uater lace
| Transfer Coef. Kw (III/yr)
f(sed) 0.5 I Air/Hater Diatribu-
| tion Coefficient M/IT
|
Flux into Lake Ontario | Flux out of Lake Ontario
Synbol Value | Description Syllbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | ........-....... ............. ..........
Ftrib (alyr) 0.00E+00 | Outflow from Lake Fout (glyr) 6.ZSE+06
| Sedimentation Feed (9/Yr) 2.93906
Fle (g/yr) 1.47907 | Mass Transfer
Fa,w (SI/Yr) 5.21905 | (Volatilization) Fv (9/Yr) 0.00900
Fa,d (glyr) 1.11906 |
l





. . . . . . . . . . . I .........
































































Sywbol Value Description Symol
- - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - | ------------------ -------...-.. ...
atrib (MB/yr) 5.4910 I Tributary Cone. Ctrib (ug/rS)
Gout (IFS/yr) 7.1E+10 | Cone. in Comacting
SA (m‘Z) 8.2910 | chml to L.iI. Ccon (us/r3)
v ("‘25) 1.2913 | At. Vapor Conc. Ca,v (on/r3)
As (n‘Z) 6.1E+10 | At- Particle Cone. Ca,p (ug/erJ)
R (g)
I Total Rain Conc.
Cr (la/r3)
P (Ia/yr) 0.76 | Total Lake Cone. 0t (ugla‘!)
Used (glrz-Yr) 200 | Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (up/n03)
lcefrac 0.90 | Lake Particle Cone. CP (us/r3)
| Surficial Sed. Conc. Csed (09/9)
f(1) 0.90 | Atll Particle Dep Vel Vd (II/Yr)
| Atn Part washout Coef Ho
f(sed) 0.5 | Atn/Vatar less
I Transfer Coaf. Kw (II/yr)
| Air/Hater Distribu-
| tion Coafficiant um
I
Flux into Lake slperior | Flux out ofLake Squerior
Synbol Value I Description Sylbol - Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Ftrib (o/yr) 0.00900 I Outle fron Lake Fout (glyr) 3.98E+07
Fa,u (ii/yr) 0.00900 | Sedimentation Feed (0/Yr) 0.00900
Fa,d (g/yr) 1.40907 | Mass Transfer
I (Volatilization) Fv (0/yr) 0.00900





. . . . . . . . . . . I ------.~-























I Total Lake Input Time (yrs)
| Net Flux





















































































| Tributary Conc. Ctrib (us/r3) 0.0 I
I Cone. in Comecting I
Chml to L.ii. Ccon (la/r3) 800 |
| Atl Vapor Cone. Ca,v (Lug/r3) 0.0900 I
At- Particle Cone. Ca,p (us/r3) 3.0E-03 I








Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (us/r3) 760 I
Lake Particle Cone. Cp (us/r3) 60 I
Surficial Sod. Cone. Deed (00/0) 11 |
Ata Particle Dep Vel Vd (II/yr) 6.3906 |
I At. Part Usehout Coef Ho 0.0 I
I AtIl/Uater less |
Transfer Coef. kw (II/yr) 0.0 |
I Air/Hater Diatribu- I
tion Coefficient u/er 1.0900 I
I % Atmospheric
Flux out of Lake Michigan I Contribution to
Description Sylbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
I Outle frm Lake Fout (slyr) 3.92907 I 100.0
I Sedimentation Fsed (slyr) 1.27908 |
| Hess Transfer I







Total Flux Out 1.66908 I let Flux
Chemical
Residence







































































































































































































































































without Rain f(1) 0.9 | Atm Part washout Coef Ho
Fraction of Lake | Atm/Hater Mesa
Accm. Sediments ftsed) 0.5 | Transfer Coef. Ku (Ia/yr)
| Air/Hater Distribu-
| tion Coefficient N/RT
l
Flux intoLake Huron I Flux out of Lake Huron
Description Symbol Value | Deacription Symbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ................ .....-.....-- ........-.
Tributary Flux Ftrib (9/Yr) 0.00E+00 | Outflow from Lake Fout (9/Yr) 1.26E+08
Connecting Channel | Sedimentation Fsed (9/yr) 3.28907
from L. Sup. Fls (slyr) 3.98907 | Naaa Transfer
from L. Mich. Flm (glyr) 3.92907 | (Volatilization) Fv (olyr) o.ooe+oo
Vet Deposition Fa,u (9/Yr) 0.00£+00 |
Dry Deposition Fa,d (D/Yr) 1.02E+07 |
|
Other Loadings unaccounted for Ab0ve (9/Yr) |
|
Direct Hasteuater Discharge 8.5E+0‘ |
Direct Industrial Discharge 3.AE+06 |
I
. . . . . . . . . . . l
















| Total Lake Input Time (yrs)










































































. . . . . - - - - - . - - . . . . . . . . . . I .-................ .....-....... ...
Gtrib (m‘SIYr) 2.2910 | Tributary Conc. Ctrib (Do/r3)
| Done. in Corriecting
econ (IN/yr) 1.9911 | Channel from L.II. Ccon (ug/m‘3)
Gout (m‘S/yr) 2.1911 | " to L.D. Ccon (lag/«(3)
SA (r2) 2.65440 | Atm Vapor Conc. Ca,V (ug/m‘3)
v (.3)
5,5911
| At. Particle Conc.
Cam (us/M3)
As (r2) 2.1E+10 I Total Rain Conc. Cr (us/m3)
a (m) 0.0 | Total Lake Conc. Ct (us/m‘3)
p ("l/yr) 0.86 I Dissolved Lake Cone. Cd (ugln‘S)
Used (g/m‘2~yr) 1000 I Lake Particle Conc. Cp (us/MAS)
Icefrac 0.9 | Surficial Sad. Conc. Csed (us/g)
| Ann Particle Dep Vel Vd (In/yr)
f(1)_ 0.9 | Atm Part washout Coef Ho
| Atm/Uater Mass
f(sed) 0.7 | Transfer Coef. Kw (m/yr)
| Air/Hater Distribu-
| tion coefficient II/RT
l
| Flux out of Lake Erie
Synbol Value | Description Synbol Value
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
Ftrib (g/yr) 0.00900 | Outflow from Lake Fout (9/er 8.1.0907
I Sedimentation Fsed (Q/Yr) 0.00900



























. . . . . . . . . . . I


















































LAKE ONTARIO I I
Lake Parmetera I Chemical Parameters I
Description Synbol Value | Description Synbol Value I
----------------------------------------- I I












Inflow from L.E. Ocon (m‘3/yr) 2.1911 I Chml from L.E. Ccon (us/#3) 600 I
Outflow from Lake Gout (nr‘3/yr) 2.5911 I Atln Vapor Conc. Ca,v (us/MS) 0.0900 I
Surface Area SA (m‘Z) 2.0910 I Ate Particle Conc. Ca,p tug/#3) 3.05-03 I
Lake Voluee V (In) 1.6912 I Total Rein Conc. Cr lug/M3) 0 |
Sedimentation Area A: (r2) 7.5909 I Total Lake conc. Ct (ug/m‘3) 500 |
Resusp. Velocity R (In) 0.0 I Dissolved Lake Conc. Cd (ug/m‘S) 0 I
Precipitation Rate P (In/yr) 0.89 I Lake Particle Conc. Cp (ugh-‘3) 0 I
Sedimentation Rate Used (g/m‘Z-yr) 400 I Surficial Sed. Cone. Csed (on/9) 0 I
Ice Cover Fraction lcefrac 0.9 I Ate Particle Dep Vel Vd (Ia/yr) 6.3904 I
Fraction of Year I Ate Part Uashout Coef Ho 0.0 I
without Rain f(1) 0.9 I Atm/Uater less I
Fraction of Lake I Transfer Coef. Kw (Ia/yr) 0.0 |
Accun. Sediments flsed) 0.5 I Air/Hater Distribu- |
I tion Coefficient II/IT 1.0900 |
I | X Atmospheric Chemical
Flux intoLake Ontario I Flux out of Lake Ontario | Contribution to Residence
Description Synbol Value I Description Synbol Value I Total Lake Input Time (yrs)
. . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Tributary Flux Ftrib (9/Yl') 0.00900 I Outflow from Lake Fout (g/Yr) 1.25908 I 3.8 6.5
Connecting Charnel I Sedimentation Fsed (9/Yr) 0.00900 |
fro. L. Erie Fle (9/Yr) 8.40907 I Mass Transfer I
Vet Deposition Fa,w (g/yr) 0.00900 I (Volatilization) Fv (g/yr) 0.00900 |
Dry Deposition Fa,d (9/Yr) 3.32906 I I
I |
Other Loading: Unaccomted for Above (9/Yl') I I
| |
Direct Uastewater Discharge I I
Direct Inmstrial Discharge | I
I I
. . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total Flux In 8.73907 | Total Flux Out 1.25908 I Net Flux -3.77907
A55
 
